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Great dealing with and transportation hones will progress pig 
welfare and diminish transport misfortunes. This factsheet will 
give direction on taking care of amid stacking on the cultivate, 
truck stocking thickness, and wellness of pigs for transport. It’ll too 
incorporate proposals on transport hones amid hot summer climate 
and cold winter climate to assist anticipate losses. The slope point ought 
to never surpass 20 degrees for a non-adjustable slope and 25 degrees 
for an movable incline. Showcase pigs have gotten to be much heavier 
and as of late in 2014 the suggested slope point diminished to less than 
20 degrees Fifteen degrees or less is prescribed for overwhelming 275 
lb (125 kg) pigs, for both movable and non-adjustable inclines. A pig’s 
heart rate will increment as the point of a stacking incline increments. 
Cleats on slopes ought to be divided to fit the ordinary strolling walk of 
an creature. For 250 lb (114 kg) advertise weight pigs, the cleats ought 
to be on 8 inch (20 cm) centres, utilizing 1 inch × 1 inch (2.5 × 2.5 
cm) cleats. Lost cleats must be quickly supplanted to avoid leg wounds. 
Stair steps work well on concrete slopes. For showcase weight pigs, they 
ought to have a 2.5 inch (6 cm) rise and a 10 inch (25 cm) long tread. 
The creator has watched that little piglets can get dewclaw wounds 
when they go down a incline planned for market-weight pigs. The 
piglets slip and harm their dewclaws since the cleats are as well distant 
separated. To avoid wounds to youthful piglets, little closely dispersed 
cleats are required. In isolated early weaning offices inclines with little 
closely dispersed cleats must be given unless the stacking and emptying 
docks are level with the truck.

Handling methods

Calm taking care of by well-trained individuals is fundamental. 

Handlers ought to be prepared to utilize behavioral standards of taking 
care of such as the flight zone and point of adjust. Banners, plastic 
paddles or boards ought to be utilized as the essential driving helps. 
For moving pigs through limit back roads, less time is required when 
a pig board is used. Frequent utilize of electric nudges is negative to 
pig welfare since stunning increments body temperature, lactate levels, 
heart rate, and the frequency of stressor non-ambulatory pigs. Electric 
nudges must not be utilized as the essential driving aid.

When pigs are stacked out of either a isolated weaning office or a 
wrapping up animal dwelling place, it is best to move little bunches 
straightforwardly from the domestic pens to the truck. For wrapping 
up pigs, it is suggested to move three to five pigs at a time for stacking 
trucks. One ponder appeared that moving four pigs at a time was best. 
Great taking care of requires more strolling to move little bunches, 
since the handler has got to make more trips to walk back and forward 
between the pens and the stacking slope. For littler pigs, bigger numbers 
may be moved at a time. Pigs ought to be moved without heaping up.

Conditions on the truck

Over-burdening of trucks may be a major cause of expanded push 
and passing misfortune. Extreme over-burdening of trucks comes 
about in clear prove of physical push. On long trips, pigs ought to have 
adequate room to lie down without having to be on best of each other. 
For showcase weight pigs weighing 288 lb (131 kg), misfortunes are 
decreased when each pig features a least of 0.462 square meters, 4.97 
square feet) of floor space on the truck.
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